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London Listening
Traditional media still defining the 
social media agenda?

Welcome to the latest edition of  
‘London Listening’ our ongoing output 
from our filtering and analysing the 
Olympic related social media chat from 
the past two weeks. Here’s our take on 
what the Brazilian and English (along 
with some representation of  other 
nations) publics have been posting on and 
discussing in the past two weeks. 

Two of  the topics which we wrote 
about in the previous edition have 
continued to capture a significant level of 
interest. 

1. Paralympic Games. The 
Paralympic games still appears to be 
generating interest and this week the 
focus has shifted to ticketing as the public 
have been discussing pricing, availability 
and reacting to news that some of  the 
major events already appear to be selling 
out.   

2. World Athletics 
Championships. The final week of  the 
games continued to generate a higher 
level of  interest with the performances of 
specific athletes creating interest ahead of 
the Olympics. 

3. All about the Athletes. One of 
the major shifts we picked up on in the 
past fortnight, and this is something in 
which Brazil has been leading the way, 
has been an increased emphasis on the 
events and Athletes who have been 
qualifying for the games. From the 
Japanese women’s soccer team to the 
Ugandan netball team. 

4. 16 Years of  Hurt. The 
qualification of  the Brazilian basketball 
team created a major buzz in Brazil. 
After failing to represent their nation for 
16 years their performance and ultimate 
success in the qualifying event was 
warmly received and Tweeted about 

from both the public in general but also 
various public figures such as Ronaldo. 
As well as congratulating the team and 
specific players, tweets served to reflect 
not just national pride but also elements 
of  regional pride as Twitteiros celebrated 
the success of  local players in the 
national team. 

5. Shopping for Gold. The 
announcement that the Westfield 
Shopping mall on the Olympic site have 
both generated quite significant levels of  
tweets. Perhaps reflecting the relative 
values of  shopping malls in the two 
countries Brits and Brazilians reacted in 
different ways. Whilst the Brazilian 
Tweets tended to reflect a level of  
surprise and were positive to the presence 
of  the mall, a majority of  the UK public 
were either critical of  it or used it as an 
opportunity to post humorous tweets 
mocking the mall. 
We were pleasantly surprised to discover 
that we are not alone in monitoring the 
Olympic debate in social media in more 
qualitative manner. A Tweet  from UK 
based digital PR company Dead 
Dinsosaur,  lead us to an article they had 
blogged about the fact that as research 
elsewhere on other subjects and events 
had indicated, social media channels and 
still being driven predominately by PR 
news and the more traditional news 
sources. 

WELCOME TO 
LONDON 
LISTENING

London Listening offers a unique 
insight into how the public is 
commenting and posting content 
in social media related the 
forthcoming London Olympics in 
2012. 

Whilst we use a number of 
analytics tools to track key 
themes across social media 
platforms our analysis and insight 
is based on  our ethnographic 
monitoring of comments and 
behaviour.  This also benefits from 
being part of a bigger Olympic 
study for broadcasters, sponsors 
and brands in both the UK and 
Brazil.   

Every 2 weeks we offer analysis 
of the issues and themes which 
have got the public in both 
countries talking. We will also 
look at some of the numbers and 
trends across the next year and 
analysing differences between the 
two markets. 

We also have regular updates and 
comments on our facebook page 
and blog - where we can also be 
contacted:

www.thelisteningagency.com
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Their analysis showed that the 
majority of  Olympic social media chat 
is being generated in Twitter and two-
thirds of  it is from men and also with a 
significantly high skew towards older 
males. 

Blogging activity has been highest in 
the USA with spikes in activity (as with 
Twitter) reflecting daily news agenda 
which is creating peaks

“Many people have bought into the 
belief  that social media is now as 
powerful as traditional media but 
although social media is influential and 
can have a big effect it is still the more 
traditional news sources that are 
driving the online conversation and 
that is a fact. But I think the real 
opportunity here is for the community 
managers to benefit from focussing 
future campaigns on the troughs.
The challenge is to develop strategy to 
keep people talking about the games 
right up the day of  launch?”

TWEETS OF THE WEEK
for each London Listening we select our favourite Tweets: the ones that 
make us laugh, reflect the topical issues or generate good conversations.  

GOLD

SILVER 

BRONZE 

Brazil already has 62 athletes going to the Olympics. Go 
Brazil. Let’s see if  we can win something this time.  

Cardiff  na tocha nas paraolimpíadas: O comitê olímpico 
revela planos para a passagem da tocha nas 

It was the energy of  the watefalls of  Itaipu and Foz which 
shook the Brazilian team on course for the London Olympics.

Rato de shopping é uma disciplina olímpica? RT O legado 
das olimpíadas de Londres sera... um shopping?

Quem quer ir nas olimpíadas de Londres 2012? Entre no 
site da samsung.com e nomine alguém ou a você mesmo :)

Today there was a BBC team making a documentary 
about the Olympics at Seven Sisters station!

Minha empresa vai ser sponsor das olimpíadas de rio 
2016. A pergunta é, como faço para entrar nas 

Opened yesterday in London, Westfield Shopping in 
Stratford on the Olympics complex. The biggest in 
Europe with 300 stores and 70 restaurants

O time de futebol feminino do japão se classificou para as 
olimpiadas de 2012 após um empate 1-1 vs Coreia do 

Dreamt i ran the marathon at the London Olympics. Felt 
so real that i woke up breathless. 

I went to South Afirca but the World Cup had finished. Ill go 
to London but before the Olympics. When will i get it right?

Em um restaurante em weymouth com o time japones de vela 
na mesa do lado. Seguramente estão reconhecendo a área 
para o ano que vem!
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